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Items that did not make it into this issue:
May 2: Details of a US-sponsored timetable for steps towards peace in
Israel, with May 15 as a start date for Israel and PNA.
May 11: Reported Jordanian/Israeli discussions on a Jordan federation
incorporating the West Bank.
May 13: King Abdullah’s cancelled trip to Ramallah, West Bank.
Troubles in Gaza continue, with multiple failed attempts at ceasefire.
Write me at pkclark@pmbx.net & let me know what you think.

Roman Amman
Amman was the city where Uriah, Bathsheba’s husband, was sent to his death by King David. Some of the Ammonite
walls still remain from that time around the Lower Citadel (see map). Amman continued to be a significant city in the
region, and its Roman remains are evidence of that.
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culvert to cover a section of the river.

The columns of the Temple
of Hercules (1) look down
over the modern city, where
bustling streets follows the
lines of the old Roman
Cardo and the Decumanus.
Water from across the
citadel hill was channeled to
an enormous cistern
(probably covered with a
wooden roof) to preserve the precious liquid. The Amphitheater (A) in the
valley below the citadel is built out of the rock of the hillside.
Unless one
A
knows where to
look, in Amman
it is easy to
forget that a
river runs
through it.
Even the
Romans built a
(Continued on p2)
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Rabbinic Judaism – some Principles
A fixed tenet for the interpretation and application of Jewish law, Halakha,
is that interpretations should be not be considered fixed, immovable, but
responsive to debate over the ages. A consequence of this is that the writings &
pronouncements of the later scholars can be said to have more importance than
those of an earlier period. Rodkinson, who has written at length on this issue
attests that the strength of the Talmud “is, to those who rightly understand it,
that it has never purposed to make fixed rules, to last for all ages; deliberation
and reasoning concerning the Halakhas according to the circumstances is the
principle of the Talmud” (Michael Rodkinson, p29), and “the spirit and object
of the Talmud itself, [is] that the Halakhas should be matter for discussion, and
modified in accordance with the requirements of the time and place” (p30).
This principle continued to be difficult to maintain, since the tendency was
(as with Karo’s Shulchan Aruch - see e-News 83) for Rabbis to attempt
simplifications of the Talmud, for those who did not have the learning or
opportunity to read every relevant statement. These simplifications then, in
practice, became more dogmatic than the original Talmudic pronouncements,
carrying more weight. Rodkinson again: “As soon as the Gaonim had permitted
to propound decisions of the Halakhas, and to fix them, those Gaonim, who
succeeded them, were compelled to teach that these decisions of the former
Gaonim, even though given without proofs, are holy for the people, as if given
from Mount Sinai.” (Remember the Gaonim/Geonim are those scholars in the
period immediately after the Talmud’s completion.) Note here, the consequence
that these writings were “holy for the people, as if given from Mount Sinai”.
It can be difficult for us to comprehend the authority of the Rabbinic
scholars, but from these examples we can draw comparison to the authority of
Papal decrees upon the Catholic congregations. Rabbis to whom this authority
has been awarded were often contemporaries of each other, unlike the Popes,
and are possibly more numerous than the number of Popes that have held office
over the same period, but the writings of each are revered, nonetheless.
As an appendix to our brief discussion of the Two Rabbis (e-News 86-88)
I want to quote again from an online message from the Rabbi of a Baltimore,
Maryland, synagogue. Having addressed the position of Nahmanides (e-News
88) he then summarizes the approach of Maimonides to the scriptures:
“For Maimonides, ‘Tradition’ is not secret or mystical, but publicly
transmitted, and accessible to all. Maimonides wrote his Mishnah Torah to
render the entire oral Torah canon accessible to all Israel, just as his biblical
namesake, Moses the son of Amram, taught the entire Torah to the entire nation
of Israel. Intuition is appropriate when the law is unclear, and educated guesses
must be made. His theological tract, Guide to the Perplexed, is better
understood as "Signposts for the disoriented." But there can be no prophecy or
intuition in conflict with God's public, democratically accessible divine law.”
And then, stating his own position, the Baltimore Rabbi concludes:
“When religion is defined with intuition, buildings fall, because the biased
intuition of bullies does not allow those whom it takes to be wrong to have
rights. When belief is tempered with reason, we fulfill the Isaiah mandate, ‘come
let us reason together.’ [Isaiah 1:18] It is the Maimonidean reason that is
ultimatelygentler because it is convincing.”
(http://jewishdowntown.org/rabbis_corner/2006/two-understandings.php )
In the next issue of e-News we will conclude this series by looking at the
interactions of Jesus with the Rabbinical Judaism of his day.
www.morethantourists.com
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(cont.)
A Nymphaeum (D) is a standard
feature of established Roman cities –
others can be seen in Umm Qays and
Jerash, to the north, and Petra to the
south. It celebrates the Roman love of
water features, and mythology.

The Nymphaeum may be neglected by
Amman’s tourists – few as they are
these days – but its location, right in the
middle of the city, makes it an easy
destination. As the map shows, another
stream actually flows under the
Nymphaeum to meet the river. A tunnel
under the ruins allows one to see what
is left of this, though the river is now
submerged beneath a busy road.
Back in the citadel, the pillars of the
Colonnaded Street (2) – with drains
taking water to the cistern – now lead
to the Audience Hall (7), a later,
Islamic period, construction.
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Christian Zionism: Summary
In the previous article we outlined the experience of Israel in the land, and the areas under
their control at different times. During the reign of David and Solomon this included the territory
promised to the Patriarchs, “from the river of Egypt to the great river, the Euphrates.”
1. Prophecy

Regarding the land of ancient Israel, Scripture …

What we believe about the Bible’s
prophecies affects our view of Israel today.

is not clear

indicates that
indicates a
Christians have
converted
replaced the Jews remnant of Jews

has a distinction
prophesies that
between Jews &
the Jews will
Christians
reoccupy the land

We have already considered issues such as whether the promises are literal, and conditional.
More recently we presented material on the topic of Israel, addressing the question of whether the
current entity, the State of Israel since 1948, is that mentioned in prophecy, as well as the identity
of the population – whether it is to be purely Jewish (Rabbinic, Karaite or Messianic) or more
heterogenous.
2. Conditions

Any prophecy of a return to the land of Israel…

is not conditional will be by those indicates it will be
suggests that
indicates that the
What Biblical prophecy says about any
who have Jewish repentant Jews
Jews are
Messiah will bring
conditions laid upon the Jews for their return
ancestry
who occupy the recognizing Christ them into the land
to the Land?
land

Our latest topic has been the geography of the prophecied Israel, and we have looked at how
Patriarchal promises have been fulfilled, at least in part.
3. Entity

The status of the modern State of Israel…

Since 1948 Israel has existed as a nation,
but is this political entity necessarily the
fulfillment of scripture?

is not the
is a manipulated
promised return of
political
prophecy
phenomenon

is an ‘Abramic’
return, but not
God’s method

may be the return
clearly is the
prophesied in
return prophesied
scripture
in the Bible

Alongside this, we have also introduced the consideration of our attitude towards the
fulfillment of prophecy. This will be developed further in the following topic, 6. Support, in the
next edition of e-News. Whatever our opinion on the geographic extent of the Israel of
prophecy, it is perhaps more pertinent to consider our attitude towards the acquisition of the land.
If we believe that Scripture seems to indicate that in those days Israel’s borders will extend to
include ‘some of what is now Syria and Lebanon’ (see below), it does not necessarily follow that
we will act upon this belief. We could take the positions that many Rabbis did when the
‘politicals’ (political zionists) were encouraging the Jews of Europe to move to Palestine; they
refused to participate, on the belief that it would happen by God’s hand, and not by the political
maneuverings that they were witnessing.
4. Identity

The ethnic makeup of a prophetic Israel would be…

Could the prophesied Israel include nonJews (both racially and by religion)?

whoever is
resident

including Secular
Jewish and
Jews
Christian believers

Conservative,
Reform &
Orthodox Jews

Only Jews
recognized by the
Orthodox

Lately I have been reading in Jeremiah, who was writing immediately before the Babylonian
Captivity, about his concern for his people. In a passage in chapter 3, verses 14-18, he addresses
the return of the people – a remnant, implicitly, in this passage – and observes a progression of
time from their arrival to the recognition of Jerusalem as ‘The Throne of the Lord.’ “In those
days the house of Judah will join the house of Israel, and together they will come from a northern
land to the land I gave your forefathers as an inheritance” (v18).
5. Geography

The prophesied return of Israel will include…

Prophecies include a wide area of the
Middle East – Israel today is only a small
part of that.

the present State
plus the West
of Israel
Bank & the Gaza
Strip

plus the Sinai

plus what is now and some of what
Jordan
is now Syria and
Lebanon

This passage, and there are others similar, projects a change of heart of the people, in which
they no longer “follow the stubbornness of their evil hearts” (v17). Jeremiah also addresses what seems to be for Christians today who are interested in Israel – the Jewish Temple and
sacrificial system: “ ‘men will no longer say, “The ark of the covenant of the Lord.” It will never
enter their minds or be remembered; it will not be missed, nor will another one be made.’ ” (v16).
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Bomb kills 4 in Manila, Philippines Roadside bomb kills 7 Thai soldiers in South
6.1 earthquake
2 soldiers killed at guardpost by militants in Laos

Muslim separatists throw grenade
at S. Thai mosque, cleric dies

Sudan military paints warplanes white (like UN) UN:Jinjawiid raid ‘with impunity’ Govt. planes bomb
rebel conference
Govt. troops attack Darfur refugee camps Aid agencies leave Sudan after attacks
Libya negotiates on Bulgarian nurses Crush kills 7 at Sfax, Tunisia, concert
issue Algerian police kill ‘Qaeda in N.Africa’ #2

Mogadishu battle, 293 die in 9 days, 300,000 flee
Crowded SOS ward hit by 4 missiles
Somalia
Refugees begin return after Govt.
Mortars hit SOS children’s village Suicide bomb at Ethiopian base
forces declare victory over militants

7
M

Chad & Egypt meet with Qaddafi over Sudan
Morocco arrests 20 Al Qaeda

Algeria assaults rebels,
26 killed in 3 days

Bomb in Constantine,
Algeria, kills policeman

Veils seized 2 aid workers abducted 10 die in tribal clashes 2 ships hijacked
to prevent Pirates seize cargo ship Bomb nr UN building kills 3
disguise
Landmine kills 2 civilians
Peshawar  kills 25
34 killed in riots
Afghan/Pakistan troops clash
Pakistan Unrest grows after May10 over sacked senior Clashes with police in NWT Bomb kills 26, Min.of Interior survives Islamists bomb music shops in Peshawar,
over arrest of cleric, 4 killed
destroy car radios/cellphones at checkpoint
over sacked judge on border, at conference to
judge, many killed, strike paralyses Karachi
settle it 2 US troops shot
S- kills 9 police in Kunduz
3 s kill 11 in east NATO troops trap Taliban in Spin Boldak 130 Taliban killed in battles Battle with Taliban in Farah prov.
Bomb kills 8 police dead by Pakistan soldier
Afghan.
Poppy production decreases in stable areas
2 R-Ss kill 7
R-S kills 7 Afghan soldiers Protests over civilan deaths Bombs kill 7 police
US strike kills 21 civilians Taliban chief Mullah Dadullah killed

Iran
Arabia

Hawija clan surrender weapons

FM avoids C Rice at conf 44,000 Afghan refugees forced to return 13,000 centrifuges operating
Opposition group accuses Prince Nayef of HR abuses Yemen recalls Iran, Libya ambassadors
Yemen rebels attack ICRC convoy Locust swarms threaten Thamoud, Yemen
US raid kills 12, destroys Trucks on 3 bridges-26 killed
Iraq
US troops shot at from mosque Balad Ruz Skills 9
Troops raid Mahdi base/mosque-kill 8
5 US killed
in action
S- damages hwy bridge US troops kill Qaeda bomb cmdr
5 US killed, 3 abducted in Mahmudiya
Iskandariya attack on minibus-11 die torture room & munitions
US Deaths:
Samarra S-kills 12 police
Friendly fire kills Curfew in Tal Afar after  threats
3/30/06: 2,317
3 Qaeda leaders killed, inc. AlMasri
3s target Kurds in Mosul
Suicide bomb in Kurdish Makhmour kills 50
3 Iraq police
12/31: 3,000
Sadr City Carkills 10 Diyala R- US raids target Qaeda heads 35 held in 4 US killed in action
Hakim convoy attacked
Anbar tribes arrest 30 Al Qaeda
3/31/07: 3,237
Mosul insurgent
Skills 16 in Kufa market US raids
kills 6 US
3 US killed by s
4/30: 3,337
City leaders of Fallujah,Mussayab killed Smugglers of Iranian
Danish soldier killed nr Basra
raid kills 13 soldiers
on Qaeda
5/15: 3,387
arms held in Baghdad
Mahmudiya  kills 11 US campaign in US/Iraq forces arrest 128
2 R-Ss kill 5 Baghdad
23 Yezidis killed in Mosul
Sheikh
&
Sunni
imam
killed
Iraq Civilians
Sadr
City
begins
 kills 15 in Erbil
3 US killed in Anbar
Mosul professor killed
2 killed by mortars in Green Zone
2 S-s kill 12 at police stn.
University professor killed
Feb: 1,645
2 Yezidi killed in Mosul
Ss kill 60 Shia in
Mar: 1,861
Mortars kill 4 US staff in Green Zone
S-s kill 20 in Ramadi,
200 insurgents attack pol.
Fuel truck deterred by troops
Apr: 1,506
Kirkuk-3 journalists killed
Baquba (10 police), Mosul Kerbala, Hit (10),
stn. in Mosul. kill 4 police
Sunni mosque attacked, imam killed
Maysan prov. handed over by UK (10 Kurds), Baghdad (3)
Khalis (Iraq soldier)
Sdestroys Tigris
9 killed in attack on minibus
Gunmen
attack
radio
stn.
2
S-s
Truck
bomb
destroyed
by
US
jets
Delay in govt. power
Baghdad car bomb kills 140
US troops build Baghdad
bridge N of Mosul
Iraq police clear Qaeda
sharing & reconciliation Other bombs in Baghdad kill 51 partition wall, are shot at
4 US killed in attacks kill 25 nr
72 insurgents held in US raids
from Anbar town. 950
Ramadi
moves could render
Shia mosque set afire
passports seized
42 bodies found in empty Ramadi school S in Diyala kills 9 US US artillery hits Shia targets
military pacification
S-kills 15 police recruits
ineffective. Shia rivalry
Trucks with anti-aircraft
UK soldier killed in Basra
Fuel truck kills 10
S-nr Ramadi kills 23
threatens Basra stability
arms found, militants killed
Shia market car kills 36
S at Khalis funeral kills 32
in Maysan kills 2 UK
Mortars kill 5 in S Baghdad

Turkey
Jordan
Syria
Lebanon

Turkey: 15 Kurd rebels killed in clashes in SE Iran refuses to suspend nuclear work Attends Iraq conf. in Egypt
8 held in Saudi for Feb killings
170 arrested in Qaeda plot on oil installations

Radicals kill 3 Christians in SE
Gates visits Jordan

PKK landmine kills 2 soldiers
King’s visit to Ramallah cancelled
Fire destroys Iraq refugee tent camp on border
Syria kills 4 Islamists entering Iraq
2 Sunni abducted/killed in reprisal attack
2 Palestinians killed in factional fighting
UN investigates arms
Coastal oil slick persists smuggling from Syria
UN claims arms being smuggled to Hezbollah
Egypt
Woman held smuggling weapons parts to Gaza
Mass trial of 40 MB 100s of Sinai Bedouin attempt to enter Israel UN plane crashes in Sinai Moslems burn Christian homes S of Cairo (59 held)
Israel
WINOGRAD VANUNU convicted again of talking to media Cabinet minister resigns Flash flood kill 4 hikers nr Dead Sea
17-yr-old girl shot by IDF while at window
report on
Olmert faces pressure to
Cabinet minister resigns
3 killed by IDF in WB village
(Tue)Rocket hits house in Sederot,
2 killed in Nablus during arrest raid
Lebanon war
resign after criticism over Olmert rejects list of
planes respond with strike on N Gaza,
US issues Peace Plan schedule
Israeli tank incursion
Israeli
Arab
MK
Bishara
resigns
Lebanon War from
7 killed at Hamas militia command
prisoner for exchange
nr
Beit
Lahiya
Winograd Report.
UN asks for records of Lebanon cluster bomb use
center. (Wed) 30 injured in Sderot

WB &
Gaza
Accusations of Israeli military
using civilians, children in
searches for gunmen

Clashes with PKK-7 killed 580 arrested at May 1 rally

3 rockets firedfrom N Gaza, Hamas armed wing ends ceasefire, govt objects
Israeli missile kills militant
Egypt mediation maintains truce
Hamas interior
IDF shot at in
Abbas says BBC man is alive
minister resigns
Jenin, 3
Militants plant explosives at
militants killed
Gaza border-3 killed by IDF

Hamas rejects US peace
plan. Abbas supports it
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2 army & 5 PKK killed in fighting

Pal. security forces deploy to reduce violence
Fateh/Hamas factions clash-6 wounded
Palestinian Al Aqsa TV shows children’s
program inciting violence against Israel
Fateh chief killed by Hamas

Hamas fires 60
missiles at Sderot
Factional fighting
kills 40+ over 3
days-inc. 7 of
Abbas guard

